2019 Traditional Trail Class

1. Enter the arena and acknowledge the judge
2. Pass through rope gate, closing it behind you
3. Lope/Canter on the LEFT LEAD beginning at cone A crossing logs, halt at cone B. Turn 90 degrees to the right and trot a half circle back into the square.
4. Turn around 360 degrees to the left inside the square and proceed out at a trot. Pick up the RIGHT LEAD at cone C and drop to a walk at cone D
5. Walk to the round step and dismount ONTO it. While standing on the step lead your horse in a circle all the way around yourself. Once you have completed 360 degrees, remount your horse from the block.
6. Walk through noodles then wait at the cone until the Judge acknowledges you to proceed.

2019 Ranch Trail Class

1. Enter the arena and acknowledge the judge
2. Pass through the gate, closing it behind you.
3. Pick up the RIGHT LEAD at cone A and drop to a walk at cone B
4. Walk over the teeter-totter.
5. Trot from cone C to cone D where you will halt and dismount. Lead your horse through the branches. Re-mount when safely through the obstacle.
6. Walk to the Barrel and board, pick up the board from the barrel with the rope. Proceed to walk all the way around the middle barrel while keeping the end of the board on the center barrel. Return the rope end of the board to the outer barrel when you have made a complete circle. Proceed to the next cone and wait until the Judge acknowledges you to proceed.

All Trail Contestants

7. Acknowledge the second judge
8. Pass over the bridge
9. Side pass over the log to the RIGHT the mailbox, retrieve mail and show the judge, replace mail and side pass back out to the LEFT
10. Trot over poles.
11. Walk through the water obstacle
12. Pass over the platform steps
13. Trot through to the far side of the cross. Back around to the right and proceed straight out at a walk.
14. Halt at cone. Salute judge and exit arena

Notes

You may choose to PASS any obstacle that you feel is beyond you or your horse’s ability at any time before or after you have begun attempting it. Indicate to the judge that you wish to pass. We have designed a course to challenge all ages and experiences off riders, some obstacles may not be a good fit for some horses or riders. We would rather you pass than have a bad experience with you horse.